
“The incomplete discussion of unproductivity” 

Evangelos posted: 

 
 

 
I had posted this picture here after our conversation on Wednesday. 
 
It was directly replying to Leonore’s comment of productivity in the 
quarantine. During the plague, Shakespeare wrote King Lear or another 
writer something else. I had seen this image coming up a few times online. 
Once on a YouTube video and immediately after on Facebook. Edvard 
Munch’s self portrait with Spanish Influenza from 1918. 
 
None of this needs to be included in the end. 
 
I have been noticing something strange with this, not only because of the 
pressure to self-improve, self-optimise, learn new skills for the eventual 



return to the capitalist market. How the time spent needs to be of some 
value in the creation of profit. In art posts I keep seeing quarantine art, 
quarantine interiors, quarantine objects. Which painters have always made 
somewhere inside studios anyway. Everything needs to be described as 
some kind of big project in order to be seen as productive or get some 
grants from the institution. 
 
#labour #quarantine #valuabletime #productive 
 
Comments: 
Leonore: Interesting observation you made about this phenomenon of 
branding art in order or even as a requirement to get attention and approval. 
Do you think this is based on the fear of things we don’t understand? Art is 
sometimes hard to understand, sometimes maybe not even possible to fully 
understand. Framing a work as “quarantine art” makes people at least feel 
like they understand, they “get it”. Ahhh okay, so that poor artist had to 
spend a lot of time at home like many people because of lockdown etc…, so 
the self-isolation released all this massive storm of creativity, must be a 
masterpiece now… or something like that. 
Anyway, the quarantine adds a narrative that somehow just explains, but 
also justifies that someone makes art. Maybe in general in quarantine times 
everybody is allowed to make art. (But of course that doesn’t mean that 
anybody is allowed to do nothing). 
 
Also you write about that “creation of profit” and especially within the arts 
which is anyway a precarious sector, it is quite understandable that artists 
who are now (financially) struggling (even more) indeed try to make a living 
and in a way utilize the new situation for that aim. So in that sense it 
somehow makes the whole paradox relationship between art and earning 
money even more visible. 
 
Verna:  Maybe the funny part in this “quarantine art” is the more clear connection to 
the idea of branding art. Covid-19 gives a theme that we can all relate somehow on 
a personal level, but haven’t the artist always worked with themes that are personal 
for them. What is the difference? Is the new level in this the pressure of social 
media that turns out to be the new “employer” of the artists?  
#crazyworld #buthowtoearnwiththis #howpaysthebill #quarantineart 
 
Fond: This actually makes me think, is home still a home that has a sense 
of homeyness, comfortability and coziness? especially when our mind is 
being dictated by the biopower which makes us think that we have to be 
constantly productive wherever we will be. The fact that Edward may have 
turned his house into the studio as well as a setting model for painting might 



be smart in many senses, but we may not realise how home has become, 
under the economy of neoliberalism. On one hand, the quarantine art is the 
product of productivism but it is where artists have loosen the power of 
creativity to the extent that the essence of art is narrowed down to 
profitability rather than evocativity. 
Kai: Since I feel that things and my practices during this Stay at home 
-period haven’t changed almost at all, I’m kinda connecting on what you’re 
saying there Fond. Looking at my apartment from this point of view; I am 
actually living in my studio rather than a classic home. Accidentally came 
across an old picture of my apartment from around 15 years ago, from a 
time period I had my try on basic normal go-to-work-have-an-relationship life 
and wasn’t painting as much as today, and the flat looked totally different, 
more comparable to a basic home. Now I have all these paints, canvases, 
instruments and whatever stuff laying everywhere around in more of a 
classic artist studio kinda way. 
 
[Reply to Kai: I think this is living in the studio as well, but this is how I used 
to live before starting Vicca classes. (E)] 
 
Kai: Same here Evan, but for some reason I never thought of it that way, like 
living in a studio, although I always was. Sometimes an artist studio, 
sometimes a music or video studio. It’s always been changing to reflect 
what I’m working on at the time. 
On the same note, the constant productiveness wherever you are might also 
be something brought to us by the electronic gadgets we’re carrying 
wherever we are going. The idea of being able to do has changed into an 
idea of you have to do and you are expected to do; the freedom of 
working from anywhere has also produced a silent agreement of working at 
anytime. The constant, evergrowing flow of direct messaging, emailing, 
user groups, friend streams and whatnot, for me at least, has led to an 
overwhelming situation where following almost anything has become even 
repulsive at times. 
 
Leonore - I agree with you Kai on the more and more blurring border 
between private and professional life. The always available, never pausing 
digital cosmos that has no clue what it means to take a break fuels the 
restless state of working… Or at least it is inviting you at any time to (in a 
way) work, if you consider that presenting and branding yourself has 
become a big part of the work as an artist. (Now referring to artists, but of 
course this also applies to many other sectors, thinking about freelancing, 
entrepreneurial fields) 
I am wondering how or even if it would be possible to take the pressure at 
least from this side. Of course one could on a personal level consider a plan 



of fixed offline times (digital detox?), which might serve well as a quick feel 
good retreat, but in my own experience those measurements do not really 
solve the problematic situation and the pressure... 
 
Kai: Professional art agent, publicist, gallery representation etc. is one thing 
to consider in sharing the workload or even distancing oneself entirely from 
the mandatory marketing aspects of artists' work palette of today. This of 
course is mostly unavailable for those of us working in a shoe-lace budget 
or with no budget at all, and since making the work widely available is quite 
a crucial part of the work, it distracts and takes a big portion of time from the 
work itself. People of course can be hired for whatever percentage of the 
profits gained, but a problem in this lies in their willingness to represent an 
artist yet to make a name for themself. That is, a widely known artist of 
course brings in the revenue more securely than a one not known. 
 
Aman: I Enjoyed Your PRODUCTIVITY AGAINST PRODUCTIVENESS.  
I would agree with everything mentioned above and reiterate them in other 
words.  
Once, I wrote somewhere in Farsi, 
 

 تولیِد من علیه تولید است.
 علیه فرهنِگ تولید بی پایان، که به بیماری بشریت تبدیل شده. سرطانی که انسان ها را به سلولهای

 حمله گری تبدیل میکند که  به باقی سلول های سالم باقی مانده را یا آلوده میکنند یا از پا درمی
 آورند! کار بد نیست، اما فقدان ارزش انسانی که از آن رنج می بریم محصول این فرهنگ تولید

 بی وقفه است.
Translation might help us understand; “My product is against productivity. 
Against an endless productive culture that has become mankind’s disorder, 
mankind’s cancer! A cancer that turns everyone into attacker cells who 
infect or kill other healthy living cells. Doing and producing is not bad, but 
radical productiveness is the reason we suffer from the loss of human 
values. 
 
We are trapped. It’s sad, but recognition and diagnosis is the first step for 
relief and emancipation!   
I think I will add my image right after this conversation since it aligns with 
what was discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aman Askarizad 

 
 

A BEAUTIFUL SUNNY DAY, LOVING MY LIFE 
OR 



MY DAILY CONTRIBUTION TO THE GLOBAL VISUAL POLLUTION 
 
 

Aman: I see Everyone is doing something. From celebrities to artists, friends 
and relatives. They start their day with motivational quotes by famous 
authors. They are enjoying their morning coffee while stretching their legs 
under the sun! They are writing a short story about their experiences in an 
institution. They are dressed up, reading a book on their cozy sofa! They are 
making another artwork today, they are full of energy. And always an image 
stands for the truth, a photo witnesses the reality. We must take photos. 
This year we will take over 1,436,300,000,000 photos. And why is it so? We 
must expose and exhibit our productivity. 
 
This image is from a series of images I used to post everyday on my 
Instagram account with a title describing one of common activities of people 
posting daily, accompanied by a photo which gives no visual information. 
I show my loyalty and faithfulness to the system by my daily contribution. 
Shall it be accepted. 
 

Kai: I was starting to be a bit annoyed with all the social media stuff and 
communication apps already before the closing down of the world this 
spring, but this has made it a lot worse. I haven’t been watching any of 
those “get together, let’s save the world and be happy together” -streams or 
happenings at all, and I just hate the way that everyone has to be seen and 
heard all of the time everywhere. It feels that everyone is shouting at the 
top of their lungs yet most have really nothing to say. It has actually made 
me even more antisocial than ever before, trying purposefully to avoid 
almost everything that has anything to do with people at all. 
 
Verna: Posting images to social media is quite a complicated thing. I´ve 
thought the social media feeds through the concept of a modern family 
photo album. Traditionally photos were collected as prints to the photo 
album book. Photoalbum has been an object which presented the way of life 
of the family in the photos. When someone visits the photo albums were 
always featured. Through the album photos, the stories can be told curated 
way. At the same time, it's been said that families build a sense of 
togetherness by taking pictures. Everyone wants to belong to something. 
With Instagram posts, are we trying to continue the same habit for the 
bigger unknown audience? It's harder to tell about your day to someone that 
you don't know, than your relative. Maybe that's why we end up using some 
universal quotes and photos? 
 



Aman: 
Kai, I agree. I’m not sure if leaving it for exhibisionists and propagandists 
is the best way, but I don’t have a solution for it as well!  
Verna I agree to some extent that we are trying to transform our habit and 
shape it in online platforms, but we must acknowledge our limitations and 
also differences. When we create a family album our agency is only divided 
among us, although one might have more power in choosing what to save 
as memory and what not to. We curate it in another word still based on 
perceptions we have about a family album and how it should look like. But 
our relationship towards it is very different from a social media platform. We 
meet people we know, or we spend some time and we get some 
impressions from them, and then we decide if we want to share that specific 
album with them or not! Maybe another album fits better at the time. And we 
are there to share the experience of looking at a vernacular and personal 
image together. We all appear there present. However in social media, 
beside the fact that you can choose to have a private or public account, you 
have to conform to its structure. And we all find our habitus there. We 
socialize based on what’s agreed and imitate it, and therefore we limit our 
true feelings and interactions, conforming to that. That changes totally how 
we act. We are exposed to public judgement and that makes us vulnerable. 
And of course not everyone is rebellious and resistant, better to be on the 
safe side and just do as everyone does! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<I have another image I wanted to talk about, but I am not sure yet if I can 
post it publicly. This public sharing maybe might be a problem with the 
images when we need to compile them for the publication. I’ll come back 
with some thoughts on this, but it’s this one. 



 
 
 
 
 

Verna Kovanen posted: 

 
 

Write 5 words what come to your mind when you look at this picture! 
#5words #mind #looking #photography 

Fond: #timid #voyeurism #hide #naive #pure 
Kai: #shame #christianity #derelict #evil #revenge 

Evan: hiding, mother, greek, marble 
Aman: #Voyeur, #Art, #market, #kid, #five 

Leonore: intimacy, voyeurism, curiosity 
Verna: I love this how curiosity and shame vary with each other.  

I cannot decide only one. Maybe those themes fit this social media platform 
that we use. 

People can´t help the curiosity of following other people's lives but at the 
same time it causes shame. The picture is taken from the yard of a huge 



holiday complex during the winter season when the place is mainly closed. 
They have this trend of using ancient greek inspired fake marble figures in 

every resort. :D  
 
 
 
 
 

Verna Kovanen posted: 

 
When I think about the concept of holiday, I see straight away the image of 

the beach and horizon in my mind? How do you see the holiday? 
#holiday #dreaming #lookingathorizon 

 



Kai: This is a nice concept and probably reflects on the childhood of the 
individual as well as the origin and the surrounding of the place of work. I’ve 

never spent that much time on beaches so they definitely connect to 
freedom and vacationing in my mind. Looking from a view of someone that’s 

lived in the immediate surroundings of a beach all of their life or working 
there, the idea of vacation might be totally different. Maybe in that case the 
idea of a vacation is something like forests and mountains etc. and in this 

picture all they see is work. 
 

Verna: Yeah, that's a good point, when the perspective changes the 
concept changes. I feel like my mind's “holiday-beach” image is strongly 
affected by the western package holiday culture and habits. As a finnish 

millennial I´ve been influenced by holiday advertisement showing beaches 
since I was born. Another day I watched all the finnish travel agency holiday 

adverts since 70’s that I could find on Youtube. It's funny how similar the 
plots are: almost every film has an beach, family or romantic couple, cocktail 

and running/walking near water water.  
 

Evan: Yes I’d agree, the sea and horizon is the first thing I think of as 
holiday or vacation. I’ve not been to vacations often, because of the 
connection of the vacation to work. If there’s not the classic workday 

anyway, then having this two week escape doesn’t happen so easily. Still 
even when occasionally going to some cabin or seaside for a longer time, 

it’s so different to doing nothing at home. I think the time perception for most 
people changes during vacation. I am interested to see more on the 

package holidays. Does the horizon bring an element of openness in space 
or how do you see that? 

 
Aman: The concept of vacation is also very much in direct relation to 
production, and regular work culture as Evan mentioned.  
Our visual literacy is highly constructed by media and marketing industries. 
The meaning and reading of images are already imposed on us. They are 
naturalized for the viewer. The process of establishing myths is already 
undertaken. Although our culture and income influences how we perceive, it 
still can’t change the dominant reading. Stuart Hall has deconstructed this in 
his Perception theory. In his Visual representation theory Hall has explained 
how meanings are associated with images. They don’t have meanings until 
they are represented.  
Vocational packages are magic boxes of all these theories in practice. 
Concept of travel also brings to my mind the postcolonial gaze. The 
appropriation of others by placing them as the subject of the explorer's gaze 
in the act of photographing.  

Note: Attempting to think about productivity through  



 
maintenance art (Fond) 

 In regards to the concept of labour and art, I would like to bring up 
Washing/Tracks/Maintenance: Outside (July 23, 1973), long-lasting 
performance art by Mierle Laderman Ukeles. 
 
Mierle took the responsibility of the cleaner and decided to commit the task 
herself for eight hours in front of Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art . 
Ideally cleaning is the practice of labour we all know that, as long as our 
society aims to generate the profit based on producing, feeding, recreating, 
reproducing and progressing. 
Then maintaining is not something that we usually pay attention to since it 
does not bring any productivity and it does not progress. And it is the same 
everywhere not only in the art institute. 
 
Mierle may want to acknowledge people with the fact that there are a 
number of workers who are maintaining the facade and the appearance of 
the institution, but people barely think about their existence because 
maintenance does not really contribute to any forms of creation, it is just 
about keeping things the way they have been. Hence the practice of 
maintenance becomes invisibility. 
 
And then when you start thinking a bit deeper, you would realise that our 
society is not built upon the concept of maintenance, because it does not 
produce any form of growth. 
 
Then I am currently questioning and thinking about is there any occupation 
that serves huge profits these days as labour when it comes to maintaining 
? Clearly you are not going to earn so much money from jobs like cleaning, 
repairing, groundskeeping, housekeeping and so on. Unless it is a job of 
Machinery maintenance since it requires a lot of technical capabilities. 
 
Aman: Thank you for bringing this up Fond! The concept of maintenance is 
very interesting and we can look at it from different perspectives or apply the 
same notion to the role of artists and art institutions as well! 
I always remember that older generations would say: Ah, products were 
durable before and you could fix them easier than now!  And why has it 
changed? Why now repairing and maintaining is sometimes more expensive 
than buying or setting up a new one? I guess this is going about far from 
what you meant, but I think it has similar roots. Our society is built on 
producing and productivity.  



You could make huge money by simply serving the maintenance sector, but 
not as a labor. You can make a huge profit if you govern labor! If you own 
the company and employ part time workers.  
Have you looked at the maintenance as a frame look at the artworld and 
institutions? Does it appear the same to you that many artists become the 
maintenance workers for the institutions which hold the whole system up? 
 
 


